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‧Integrating the advantages of ICS technologies and the most featured products in the market. 
The BLE-ICP is a revolutionary pistol designed for all players.

‧Designed with the basis of the iconic pistol Glock, featuring fixed outer & inner barrel and TDC 
Hop Up chamber, turning into the best option for competitive shooting.
The user-friendly disigned fire control group and magazine are compatible with TM-Glock spec.

Tactical Rail
Trigger Safety Loaded 
Indicator

Ambidextrous Slide with
Quick Pulling Bump

Fixed Outer & Inner Barrel Design

Extended Magazine

Detachable Magwell

Rock Textured 
Anti-Slip Pattern

Ambidextrous Thumb Rest

The Slide Integrates
with RMR Mount 



Low Resistance 
Slide Design 

TDC Hop Up Chamber

Interchangeable with Tokyo 
Marui G17/18 Luminous Sights

Comes with a 14 mm CCW
Steel Barrel Adapter

Side-changeable Magazine
Release Button

Switchable Semi Auto / 
Full Auto Mode

6.03mm Universal Spec Inner
Barrel and H-up Bucking



Low Resistance Slide 
Design

Integrates spring powered hammer contact design, 
reducing interference between cylinder housing and 
hammer guide wheel, making the whole system function 
smoother and more reliable.

TDC Hop Up Chamber

TDC Top-Dead-Center mount design for the best even 
spread out vertical bucking pressure, which stabilizes the 
trajectory and increase accuracy and range.  The pressure 
ring was built by alloy steel which increase the form 
preciseness that would provide much better stabilities.



Ambidextrous Thumb 
Rest

Ambidextrous Thumb Rest, giving you stability when 
holding pistol, achieving an accurate shot.

Ambidextrous slide
with quick pulling
bump

New Double sided quick pull bumps will increase surface 
friction, providing the users a reliable slide charge.



6.03mm Universal Spec
Inner Barrel and H-up
Bucking

Universal Spec 6.03mm Precision Barrel for easier upgrade and 
maintenance.

Fixed Outer & Inner 
Barrel Design

Reducing the vibration while the slide travels, performing 
better shooting accuracy.



Light-weight Slide 
Integrated RMR Mount

The large-area hollowed out design reduces the slide 
weight, performing a faster slide movement.
With the integration design, the sight can be directly 
installed to the RMR mount.

Switchable Semi Auto / 
Full Auto Mode

Switchable Semi Auto / Full Auto Mode for various gaming 
experiences.

Semi Full



Loaded Indicator

‧A Red Triangle Indicator can be found on the trigger surface for 
easy identification and notification. Trigger will be held at the 
rear once the magazine and chamber are empty.

‧Compatible with TM specifications.

Rock Textured 
Anti-Slip Pattern

Unique rock textured anti-slip pattern to increase stability 
when holding the gun.



Extended Magazine

‧The enlarged magazine design offers 30 rounds capacity 
and more gas capacity, thus increasing 20% gas efficiency.

‧The enlarged magazine base is compatible with TM 
G17/18 magazine.

The enlarged magazine base

Detachable Magwell

‧The magwell is detachable and the magazine is compatible 
with G17/18. G19 magazine is also compatible if detaching 
the magwell.

‧Beveled design at the magwell allows you to load magazines 
more easily.

G17/18 G19



Tactical Rail

The tactical rail can be equipped with personalized equipment 
according to usage habits, increase gadget extensibility.

Side-changeable 
Magazine Release 
Button

The Magazine Release button can be switched and installed on 
the handedness side in accordance with personal usage habits. 



Comes with a 14 mm
CCW Steel Barrel
Adapter

Barrel Extension Tube adaptable.

Interchangeable with 
Tokyo Marui G17/18 
Luminous Sights

You can also aim and shoot easily  from the dark.



MODEL OPTIONS

BLE-012-SB

SPECIFICATIONS

＊ Measured w/0.20g BBs and green gas tested @ 25℃ 
room temperature.

＊ Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Model

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Caliber

Magazine Capacity

Frame Material

Slide Material

Power

H-up

BLE-012-SB

204mm

103mm

800g

90m/s (295FPS)

6mm

30 rounds

Nylon

Aluminum

Green Gas

Adjustable


